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How long does a One Terabyte (1TB)
research dataset download take to
complete on your campus? A lunch
break? An enXre workday? What if, when
we sXll went to oﬃces, you clicked
download, walked down to the water
cooler, had a chat with a coworker, then
upon return, noXced the download ﬁnished in around 20 minutes. This
should be your reality with a 10G Data Transfer Node (DTN), Science DMZ,
and parallel transfer applicaXon.
Unfortunately, this is not the case on many campuses where researchers
download to their desktops, which can take most of the work day. Or if this
is a1empted connected to the campus WiFi on a laptop, it may take 24-48
hours. The EPOC team suggests that a goal for a campus is to download the
1TB dataset in about an hour, but how can a campus work toward measuring
that type of performance, let alone meeXng it?
The Data Mobility ExhibiXon (DME) was established to measure and
understand data transfer baselines for performance expectaXons, to increase
knowledge of data transfer hardware and sobware, and to share advanced
design pa1erns of portal sobware as a beneﬁt for scienXﬁc communiXes.
The DME uses reference data sets, and exisXng campus CI components, to
download, measure, and potenXally improve scienXﬁc data movement
capabiliXes. The DME is a mulX-year experiment where we hope to
understand and improve the research community's collecXve ability to
address a criXcal problem in scienXﬁc technology use: transferring data sets
using networks at consistent high performance speeds.
During the past 12 months, there have been over 600 transfer tests
completed. Is your campus next? This is an excellent opportunity to test
campus DTNs, Science DMZ, and CC* infrastructure with real data transfers
to known, tuned endpoints. For more informaXon, past webinars, and
contact informaXon, please see:
h1ps://fasterdata.es.net/performance-tesXng/2019-2020-data-mobilityworkshop-and-exhibiXon/2019-2020-data-mobility-exhibiXon/

Roadside Assistance and Consultations:
Sometimes It’s Not Just One Thing

Data transfer performance can oben be
impacted by mulXple factors, and at Xmes
are not straighhorward to resolve. An
invesXgaXon to improve performance for
data moving between two sites may involve
mulXple phases, as the ﬁrst ﬁx may
uncover other, more signiﬁcant problems.
The Ohio Supercomputer Center (OSC) recently expanded their perfSONAR
deployment and tesXng to be1er understand the performance between
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their resources and several commonly used sources and desXnaXons,
including several Department of Energy sites supported by ESnet. The iniXal
data showed very low transfer rates, and EPOC was contacted to help
troubleshoot the problems. Transfer performance from OSC to the NaXonal
Energy Research ScienXﬁc CompuXng Center (NERSC), a common
collaborator for OSC was below 60 Mbps, when the performance in the other
direcXon was over 9Gbps. In addiXon, there were hundreds of packet
retransmissions during the brief test, which oben indicates ﬁrewall issues or
a rate-limiXng device.

Figure 1. A perfSONAR graph showing the throughput test asymmetry at the start of the
engagement.

In order to debug this issue, EPOC consulted with engineers from ESnet,
NERSC, OSC, and OARnet to learn more about the end-to-end path the data
was taking. This included understanding the routed paths of the networks
involved using traceroute, examining the device capabiliXes and
conﬁguraXons of the network components, and evaluaXng if congesXon
pa1erns or Xme of day aﬀected the observed throughout.
Three problems were discovered, although the last obfuscated the ﬁrst two.
IniXally, the poor performance was believed to be caused by the fact that
instead of using regional research and educaXon (R&E) circuits that have
been tuned for scienXﬁc data ﬂows, the data transfers were being routed
over commercial networks. ESnet engineers found out-of-date BGP (Border
Gateway Protocol) policies on the ESnet routers, which meant traﬃc from
OSC to NERSC wasn’t taking advantage of the more expedient connecXons.
In addiXon, it was discovered that traﬃc in the reverse direcXon was taking a
diﬀerent, but sXll commercial, path. This was resolved when OSC Engineers
found a memory conﬁguraXon issue aﬀecXng the rouXng table on their core
router.
However, the performance was sXll not as expected, and there were sXll a
large number of packet retransmissions taking place. AddiXonal invesXgaXon
found that several routers and switches in the path were set to have a 1500
byte maximum transmission unit (MTU). Reconﬁguring these to have jumbo
MTU, set to 9000 byte, enabled the ﬁnal performance gain.
Once these issues were addressed, the network measurements were found
to have increased to an average of 6Gbps in both direcXons, which far
exceeded the expectaXons of the team when measuring just a short test
transfer. ConversaXons with several end users showed that actual transfers
for larger data sets and longer-lived ﬂows between OSC and NERSC improved
signiﬁcantly.

Figure 2. A perfSONAR graph showing traﬃc in both direcXons aber resoluXon of the idenXﬁed
issues.

EPOC appreciated the contribuXons from staﬀ at OSC, OARNET, ESnet, and
NERSC for their assistance in resolving these issues. For more informaXon
about problems like this one, please see:
Tuning your MTU: h1ps://fasterdata.es.net/network-tuning/mtuissues/
PerfSONAR measurement tool: h1ps://www.perfsonar.net/
NormalizaXon of Research and EducaXon RouXng:
h1ps://epoc.global/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/20200505-UofSCVirtual-Workshop-BGP-Architectures-and-Best-PracXces.pdf
More informaXon about the Roadside Assistance and ConsulXng process
is available at: EPOC Roadside Assistance.
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